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UM LAW SCHOOL JUNIORS COMBINE
EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE IN SUMMER PROJECT

MISSOULA -Seventeen University of Montana law school juniors are spending a unique summer
I

"vacation" in a project that combines public service and education.
They are active participants in the Montana Defender Project, working with county
attorneys, defense lawyers, indigents, Indians, probation officers and a police department
learning the intricacies of their chosen profession "on the firing line."
William F. Crowley, UM law professor and Montana Defender director, said the project
was initiated to fulfill several needs:

To assist in the defense of Indians appearing in

federal district courts by providing background investigations for their defenses; to aid
the state Supreme Court in its investigation of charges of legal inequities by convicts
in the State Prison, and to provide a practical education for the student participants.
After their summer in the field, the students will return to resume the classroom
phase of their training at UM.

During the school year, they will research prisoners’

and indigents' pleas under Prof. Crowley’s supervision, earning course credit and, in the
process, a measure of self-satisfaction.
The project was initiated last year with a $54,150 grant from the National Legal Aid
and Defender Association to finance the program for three years.

The sum was augmented

early this year by a $20,000 grant from the Office of Law Enforcement Assistance of the
U.S.Department of Justice.
Last year, four students were involved in the summer phase of the program.

Responses

from members of the legal profession who worked with the students were so favorable,

(more)
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Prof. Crowley explains, that they provided justification for expanding the program and
increasing the number of defenders this year to 17.
Their summer work is nearly as varied as the profession for which they are training.
Six students are working with county attorneys throughout the state.

Five are serving as

"defenders,” assisting assigned defense lawyers in representing indigent clients.
"omsbudsmen," working on reservations and processing complaints by Indians.
are assisting probation officers.

Two are

Two others

One is studying deferred sentencing procedures and

another is working with a police department.
Two of those assigned to county attorneys' offices are working in their home towns.
They are Jack Holstrom of Butte and Jim Walsh of Great Falls. Others assigned to county
attorneys are Joseph Daley of Laurel who is working in Kalispell; Miss Diane MacDonald,
Fremont, Cal., assigned to Billings; Donald Shaffer, Everett, Wash., who remains in Missoula,
and Warren Wenz, Baker, who is assigned to the county attorney in Helena.
Two students working as defenders also are assigned to their home towns.
remains in Missoula and John McCabe is assigned to Billings.
across the state.

Larry Dale

The others are scattered

Gary Neely, a native of Helena, is in Poplar; Dale Schwanke, a

Missoulian, is in Billings, and Stacy Swor, Kalispell, is assigned to Missoula.
The Omsbudsmen are Thomas Harney, a native of Great Falls who is assigned to
Browning, and Pat Sweeney who is working in his home town of Hardin.
Jim Masa of Caldwell, Ida., is working with the probation officer in Billings and
John Prater of Cut Bank is assigned to the probation officer in Missoula.
Lee Eckel of Helena remains i,n Missoula to study the state's sentencing procedures
and Chris Nelson of Millbrae, Cal. is assigned to the Billings Police Department.
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